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Abstract— Conventional RFID readers combine transmission
(to the tag) and reception (from the tag) functions in a single
physical device. In this paper we discuss the design and potential
applications of a receive-only device, called “RFID listener”, that
decodes the signals from both the tag and the reader. This enables
augmented RFID systems where one transmitter coexists with
multiple listeners offering reception redundancy and diversity.
We present a Software-Defined Radio (SDR) implementation
of an RFID listener compliant with Gen2 standard, which
can serve as a research tool for experimenting “on air” novel
augmented RFID systems. Moreover, our listener can be used as
a flexible and cheap protocol analyzer for conventional reader/tag
systems. We present a test-bed setting where our listener and a
conventional SDR reader are used in conjunction to measure
separately the maximum downlink and uplink range.

Index Terms— RFID, Software Radio, GNU-Radio, Wireless
Sensor Networks, Localization.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

Passive Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technology
is finding adoption in a growing range of application fields,
from logistic to inventory management, from patients localiza-
tion in hospitals to electronic toll payment. This study focuses
on passive UHF RFID — operating frequencies 865-868 MHz
in Europe, 902-928 MHz in US — and specifically on the EPC
Class-1 Generation-2 (Gen2) standard [1]. Note however that
the presented concepts are applicable to other RFID standards
as well. Conventional RFID systems involve two types of
device: tags and readers. The reading process of passive tags
consists of three distinct functions:

1) transmit the queries to the tags;
2) transmit a continuous wave (CW) to energize the tags;
3) receive and decode the signals backscattered by the tag.

Two logical channels are involved: downlink (reader→tag) and
uplink (tag→reader). All transmission (Tx) and reception (Rx)
functions are concentrated at a single physical device, i.e. the
reader (ref. Fig. 1a).

We introduce a novel type of RFID device, called “listener”,
which receives and decodes the radio signals from both the
tag and the reader (ref. Fig 1b). Based on that, we propose
to consider augmented RFID systems where the traditional
reader (Tx/Rx) coexists with one or more cooperating listeners
(Rx-only) to provide receiver diversity and redundancy —
the potential advantages of augmented systems are discussed
below in Section IV. Furthermore, fully distributed scenarios

Fig. 1. Conventional (a) and augmented (b) RFID systems.

can be envisioned where the reader is replaced by a Tx-
only device, called “illuminator”, which queries and energizes
the tags, while the reception is completely delegated to the
listeners. We discusse such distributed scenario in an earlier
work [2]. Being a receive-only device, the listener does not
implement the transmission radio chain and therefore saves
on several hardware components (power amplifier, DAC, etc.).
Therefore it can be prospectively manufactured at lower cost,
smaller size and with considerably lower power consumption.
Such reductions bring a number of advantages. For one, they
facilitate the integration of miniaturized listeners in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN). Second, they make economically
viable dense scenarios with many redundant listeners.

Besides its role in the envisioned augmented (or distributed)
RFID system, it is important to remark that a listener device
can be used as a radio protocol analyzer for conventional
reader/tag systems — recall that it is designed to receive the
signals from both the tag and the reader.

In this work we present our prototype implementation of
an RFID listener compliant with Gen2 standard. Following
the Software-Defined Radio (SDR) paradigm [3] our listener is
implemented fully in software (C++ and Python) and runs on a
general purpose Linux PC. The code is based on GNURadio, a
linux-based open-source SDR project [4], and will be released
with GPL licence. Note that our listener implementation is an
enhanced version of the one already publicly available from
[6]. An external card is required to acquire and digitalize
the RF signal of interest and pass the samples to the PC.
As customary in GNURadio projects, we used the Universal
Software-Radio Peripheral (USRP) [5]. More details about
GNURadio and USRP are given in Section II. Our GNURadio
listener can run in real-time on a commercial PC. It offers
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to researchers and practitioners an extremely flexible and
cheap tool: it can serve to accurately test and measure the
performance of commercial reader/tag systems — note that
the cost of commercial RFID protocol analyzers is in the
range of several tens of thousands dollars [7], while the USRP
costs below 1000$ — or as a basis for “on air” experiments
with augmented RFID systems. The measurements presented
in Section III show that our listener is able to correctly decode
tag signals beyond 12 meters.

II. SDR LISTENER IMPLEMENTATION

Software-Defined Radio is an emerging paradigm aimed
at improving the flexibility of radio systems. The key idea
of SDR is to implement the whole communication stack —
including physical layer functions — in software running on
a general purpose processor. The aim of SDR is to move
the software domain as close as possible to the antenna in
order to “turn hardware problems into software problems” [8],
allowing radio engineers to work in a more accessible and
flexible domain.

The USRP is a device developed by Ettus Research LLC
[5] that enables a general purpose computer (PC) to serve
as SDR platform. The core of the USRP is a motherboard
with four ADCs and DACs and an Altera Cyclone FPGA. The
ADCs/DACs are connected to the RF front-ends on separate
daughterboards, while the FPGA is connected by a USB2
interface to the host PC.

GNURadio is a software toolkit, licensed under GPL, to
support SDR development in a Linux environment. In GNU-
radio, a transceiver is represented by a Python graph where
the vertices map to signal processing blocks programmed in
C++, and the edges represent data flow between the blocks.
The toolkit includes drivers for the USRP by Ettus, and most
GNURadio projects adopt the USRP as Tx/Rx terminal device.

Our implementation of the RFID listener is based on GNU-
Radio and USRP equipped with a RFX-900 daughterboard.
The idea of leveraging GNURadio and USRP for the analysis
of RFID communications is not new. Buettner and Wetherall
released a complete Gen2 reader in [9] (see also [10]) while
we have recently published the initial version of a receive-only
listener device (see [2] and [6]). The listener implementation
we use in this work can be considered as an improved version
of the previous one, with major upgrades at the synchroniza-
tion and decoding stages.

The block diagram of our RFID listener is shown in
Fig. 2. The first block is a matched filter configured to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of reader and tag
transmissions. It acts also as a tunable band-pass filter to
select the channel of interest. The following blocks perform
ASK/PSK demodulation and separate reader transmissions
from tag replies. The last two blocks, namely clock recovery
and tag decoder, are critical because they largely determine the
decoding performance, hence the maximum reception range.
The clock recovery block centers and resamples the signal by
using a feedback control to adaptively adjust the sampling rate.
This is required to mitigate timing jitter which has a serious

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the implemented RFID listener.

impact on the frame delimitation and decoding performances.
Note that Gen2 standard allows up to ±22% deviation from the
nominal backscatter link frequency (BLF) [1]. The last block
implements an early/late gate synchcronization algorithm [11]
and correlation decoding.

III. MEASUREMENTS

We conduct a series of experiments using our listener in
combination with Buettner’s reader. This setting provides total
control of the PHY and MAC layers on both devices and
therefore maximum flexibility in designing the test — this
could not be achieved with commercial readers that typically
offer very limited configurability and data logging options
(e.g. they don’t report unsuccesful readings). Moreover, both
tools use the same hardware platform (USRP and RFX-900
daugtherboards), enabling a fair performance comparison.

The measurement scenario consists of three elements: an
Impinj Thinpropeller passive tag [12], Buettner’s reader and
our listener. The last two are connected to ALR-8610 circular
antennas (gain 5.5dBi) by Alien Technology. Note that the
RFX-900 daughterboard provides a maximum output power
of 200 mW, considerably lower than commercial readers. All
devices are placed in large lecture room and arranged in two
different topologies as shown in Fig. 3. We denote by r and
d respectively the reader-tag and listener-tag distances. We

Fig. 3. Measurement topologies.

provide results for two different tag encoding schemes: Miller-
4 and Miller-81. For each measurement point we run 1000

1Remark that most commercial readers do not allow to explicitly configure
the encoding scheme, which is dynamically selected by the reader’s logic.
Instead, the use of a SDR reader allows full control (also) on the choice of
such parameter.



Fig. 4. Measured performance of reader vs. distance from tag r.

reading cycles at each of 10 frequencies in the 911-920 MHz
(US band) stepped by 1 MHz. We log the outcome of each
cycle at both the reader and listener. To quantify the listener
performances, we average the following quantities across all
cycles: (1) fraction Lok of succesfully decoded messages (with
correct CRC), (2) fraction Lcrcf of received messages with
erroneous CRC, (3) fraction Lmis of missed messages (e.g.
due to undetected preamble). Clearly Lok +Lcrcf +Lmis = 1.
The homologous quantities measured at the reader are denoted
respectively as Rok, Rcrcf and Rmis.

In a first set of measurements we test Buettner’s reader
performance in terms of decoding success as function of
distance: we vary the reader-tag distance r from 0.6 to 3.6 m in
steps of 0.6 m, while the listener is kept near the tag at the fixed
distance d = 0.3 m (see Fig. 3a). The measurements at the
reader are shown in Fig. 4. First, we observe no appreciable
difference between Miller-4 and Miller-8 encoding. Second,
starting at c.ca 2.4 m the success rate drops sharply and
becomes zero at 3.6 m. The reader measurements alone can not
tell whether the fall of reading rate is due to the downlink —
i.e., unsuccessful tag energization — or to the uplink — i.e.,
the tag is energized but the backscattered signal is too weak
to be decoded. To discriminate between the two cases, we
turn to the measurements taken at the listener nearby the tag
(see Fig. 5). Despite the very short distance from the tag, the
listener follows closely the reader behaviour, with the same
sharp fall between 2.4 and 3.6 m. This proves that at this
distance the tag is not energized at all. In other words, Fig. 5
provides an accurate measure of the downlink (energization)
range limit. Fig. 4 and 5 collectively show that when the tag
is energized (r < 2.4 m) it is also correctly decoded. This
confirms experimentally that the uplink (reception) range is
larger than the downlink (energization) range — i.e. the system
is downlink-limited, as predicted by the theory [13].

In a second set of measurement we place the reader at
fixed distance r = 2.40 m from the tag — i.e., the maximum
distance that still ensures a correct energization with 200 mW
transmit power at the reader, as per Fig. 5 — and vary the
listener-tag distance d (ref. Fig. 3b) up to 12.6 m — this
is the maximum test distance allowed by the current indoor
test-bed setup, additional measurements at longer distances
are planned for future work. The reception measurements at

Fig. 5. Measured performance of our nearby-tag listener vs. reader-
tag distance r. Measured CRC failure ratios Lcrcf were negligible
and have been omitted.

the listener are shown in Fig. 6. For each measurement point
the successful decoding ratio Lok is always higher than 0.8,
with small fluctuations that can be accounted to the effect of
multipath and apparently no major differences between the
two encoding schemes. Therefore we conclude that the uplink
reading range is larger than the maximum test distance of 12.6
m, i.e. more than five times the downlink energization limit.

Fig. 6. Measured performance of listener vs. distance from tag d.

In indoor UHF RFID systems frequency selective fading
due to multipath might hinder the tag energization (down-
link) and/or reception (uplink) at some frequencies. In other
words, the effect of frequency selective fading would lead
to a certain level of disparity of the reading success rate
across different frequencies. The flexibility offered by our
SDR testbed gives the possibility to quantify this aspect.
Considering the topology of Fig. 3b, we fix r = 2.40 m,
d = 5 m and disaggregate the measurement results for the
different interrogation frequencies used by the reader. Fig. 7
shows the listener success ratio Lok for each of three encoding
schemes (MIller-2, Miller-4 and Miller-8) at each frequency.
It can be seen that frequency has a significant effect with
Miller-2 encoding (Lok ranging in 0.3-0.95), while Miller-
4 and Miller-8 are somewhat more robust, with success rate
ranging in 0.6-0.95 and 0.7-0.95 respectively. Again we remark
that while the observed phenomena are qualitatively expected
from the theory, our SDR testbed allows to measure them
quantitatively. We also remark that the use of a reader-only
SDR testbed, as used e.g. by Buettner in [10], does not allow



the discrimination of downlink and uplink measurements,
which is instead possible with our SDR listener.

Fig. 7. Success ratio Lok of our listener vs. interrogating frequency
for different encoding schemes (d = 5 m, r = 2.4 m).

IV. APPLICATIONS FOR AUGMENTED SCENARIOS

As previously demonstrated, the conventional reader-tag
RFID system is strongly downlink limited: once the tag is
energized from distance r, the backscattered EPC code could
be potentially received at considerably larger distance d >> r.
Based on this observation we propose to consider augmented
RFID systems where reader(s) and listeners are used jointly
to extend the capability of the whole system.

The use of multiple listeners provides diversity and redun-
dancy in the uplink channel. This can be exploited for instance
to improve the accuracy of tag localization. In fact, listeners
placed at known positions serve as anchors in the localization
scheme, and in general the resulting accuracy improves with
the number of anchors. This is true for any localization
approach, including those based on Received Signal Strength
(RSS) [14] and/or Direction of Arrival (DoA) estimation [15]
which are likely adopted in UHF RFID systems. Note that
reception diversity might be achieved also with multiple con-
ventional readers, however such an approach would increase
the number of transmissions and would need a coordination
mechanisms among readers to prevent collisions — a problem
which is avoided with receive-only listeners.

Second, in case of uplink-limited systems — which will
likely appear as a result of the prospective improvement of
tag sensitivity — receiver diversity can be coupled with soft-
combining techniques to extend the uplink read range and/or
increase the system capacity (i.e. resolving contemporary
responses from different tags) as discussed in [2].

Third, one can envision augmented RFID systems where
a single listener collects the messages from tags singulated
by shorter-range readers scattered in the interest area. This
saves on reader-to-collector bandwidth and communication
power, which might be advantageous e.g. for battery-limited
portable devices. From a system management standpoint, in
such a scenario the listener provides a single point of control
and integration with enterprise systems. Moreover, the use of
highly directional and steerable antenna at the listener might
be used to considerably extend the listening area — this would
be unfeasible on the reader side due to EIRP regulatory limits.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work we have presented the concept of a “RFID
listener”, a receive-only device which decodes the signals from
both the tag and the reader, along with a software-defined
implementation based on the GNURadio/USRP platform. Our
tool enables further experimental research and prototyping
of augmented RFID systems, where conventional readers
coexist with multiple receive-only listeners. Depending on the
specific application scenario, augmented RFID systems have
the potential to deliver improved performance and/or reduced
complexity over traditional multiple-reader schemes.

Our tool can be used also as a cheap and versatile protocol
analyzer for legacy reader/tag systems. By means of prelim-
inary experiments, we have shown how our listener can be
used in combination with the SDR reader developed earlier
by Buettner in order to set a low-cost but powerful testbed
environment, with complete control over the physical layer
communication functions in both the uplink and downlink
channels. Experimental results show that our SDR listener
can correctly decode tag messages beyond 12 meters (i.e.
the maximum test distance in our current setup) despite the
limitations of the USRP hardware. In the progress of this work
we plan to enhance further and optimize the code, and test it
at larger distances and in scenarios with multiple tags.

Our SDR listener implementation and the additional code
scripts used in the experimental setup of this work are
freely available from https://www.cgran.org/wiki/
Gen2Listener.
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